Chevy 1500 rims

Sorry, something went wrong. Please refresh this page and try again. RealTruck carries an
ever-expanding selection of custom wheels and rims. Chat or call our product experts if you
have any questions. Truck wheels on RealTruck. One of the most popular finishes on the market
today, matte black wheels match OE trim and aftermarket accessories. Pictured: Fuel Vapor
wheels. The result is a subtle shine with a textured appearance. Pictured: Moto Metal MO
wheels. This wheel finish starts with the alloy and clear coats of tinted black paint are applied.
The more coats applied, the darker the tint on the silver-colored alloy. A clear coat is usually
applied last to protect the look. Satin finishes are achieved with buffing, while higher gloss
black paints are often finished with a clear sealant coat to protect the finish. Chrome wheels
have an unparalleled level of shine and luster. This finish is achieved by coating the wheel with
chromium plating, either through a dipping process or via a powder-coating process called PVD
positive vapor deposition. Pictured: RBP 94R wheels. Sometimes referred to as gunmetal or
anthracite, gray wheels have seen a surge in popularity over the last few years. If you want a
subtle appearance distinct from silver or black wheels, gray wheels are worth your
consideration. Pictured: Fuel Trophy wheels. Wheel offset and width go together in that the
wider the wheel, the deeper the wheel face is toward the inside of the wheel. Some wheels sizes
on RealTruck. Connection: Offline. Select year. Silverado Shop Now. Instant Savings. Made in
USA. Special Offer. Bolt Pattern. Flow Forged. Brushed Aluminum. Gloss Black. Machined
Black. Matte Black. Tinted Black. American Force Blade. American Force Octane. Axe Offroad
Artemis. Axe Offroad AX2. Black Rhino Barstow. Black Rhino Warlord. Cali Offroad Distorted.
Cali Offroad Gemini. Cali Offroad Obnoxious. Cali Offroad Sevenfold. Cali Offroad Summit. Dirty
Life Roadkill. Fuel Assault. Fuel Blitz. Fuel Contra. Fuel Covert. Fuel Forged FF Fuel Hardline.
Fuel Hostage. Fuel Maverick. Fuel Reaction. Fuel Rebel 6. Fuel Runner. Fuel Shok. Fuel Sledge.
Fuel Stroke. Fuel Tech. Fuel Triton. Fuel Vapor. Fuel Zephyr. Gear Off-Road Big Block. Gear
Off-Road Black Hawk. Gear Off-Road Ratio. Hostile Alpha. Hostile Demon. Hostile Fury. Hostile
Jigsaw. Hostile Rage. Hostile Sprocket. Hostile Stryker. Hostile Venom. Hostile Vulcan. Mayhem
Arsenal. Mayhem Combat. Mayhem Rampage. Mayhem Tank. Mayhem Warrior. Moto Metal MO
Moto Metal MO Siege. Moto Metal MO Folsom. Off-Road Monster M RBP 65R Glock. RBP 69R
Swat. RBP 71R Avenger. Ultra Butcher. Ultra Villain. Vision Armor. Vision Creep. Vision Empire.
Vision Razor. Vision Rebel. Vision Rocker. Vision Se7en. Vision Split. Vision Spyder. Vision
Warrior. XD XD Grenade. XD XD Hoss 2. XD XD Mammoth. XD XD Pike. Bullet Hole. American
Force. American Racing. American Truxx. Axe Offroad. Black Rhino. Cali Offroad. Center Line.
Dirty Life. Gear Off-Road. Grid Off-Road. Level 8 Motorsports. Method Wheels. Mickey
Thompson. Motegi Racing. Motiv Wheels. Moto Metal. OE Wheels. Off-Road Monster. Tuff A.
Ultra Motorsports. Vision Wheel. Worx Alloy. XF Off-Road. Price Range. Machine Black. Wheel
Offset Wheel offset and width go together in that the wider the wheel, the deeper the wheel face
is toward the inside of the wheel. Review Wheel Backspacing. The Chevy Truck is an earlier
version of the current Chevy Silverado that started production in and continued until it was
replaced by the new models of Silverado. The designation specifies the light-duty Silverado that
came as a 2 and 4 door truck with V6 or V8 engines and usually an automatic transmission but
did have an option for a manual transmission. The has a half-ton load capacity and offers the
choice of a short, standard, or long cargo bed. Wheels available on the include 15", 16", and 17"
steel and alloy wheels. The first rims offered were four 15" rims; two alloy wheels machined
finished with 10 slots and 5 spokes; and two steel rims finished in chrome or paint with 4 or 6
slots. The next wheels where three 16" rims that include one alloy rim machined finished with 5
spokes and two steel rims with 5 spokes finished in paint and chrome. Finally the 17" wheels
came out in and included two 8 hole steel rims finished in paint or chrome and a 5 spoke
machined alloy wheel. Interested in purchasing these used factory original wheels? You are in
luck because doing so is easy! Simply find your vehicle year in the links above, pick your
factory original rims, and buy instantly online or call us toll free at to order these factory original
rims. If you are still confused about which used factory original wheels you need please don't
hesitate to call and we will be more than happy to offer whatever help we can. Thanks for
stopping by! Toll Free Like Us On We guarantee that every wheel will arrive in immaculate
condition unless stated otherwise. Below are links that lead to pictures of all models of Factory
Chevrolet Truck Rims. Displayed are the details needed for you to match your Stock Chevy
Truck Wheel exactly to what you need. To determine your wheel size you will need to look on
the side wall of your tire. If you are in need of new rims that fit Chevy Silverado, we have many
styles, sizes and finishes available. Browse by size or finish below and contact us if you have
any questions about our rims that fit the Chevy Silverado Wheels. Whether you're off roading or
driving through town, our high-quality wheels will set your truck apart. Our rims that fit Chevy
Silverado feature excellent finishes ranging from bright chrome to solid, tough black. And, while
they're built to last for years, each of our rims that fit Chevy wheels come with a standard

warranty to ensure complete customer satisfaction. Blaze through the streets or terrain in style
by personalizing your Silverado with new wheels that fit Chevy Truck rims. From time to time we
will get OEM Take-off rims, but we do not sell used or refurbished wheels. In addition to our new
rims, we carry clearance rims that fit Chevy Silverado wheels at low prices. You can order
replica and aftermarket rims to fit Chevy Silverado vehicles in 18, 20, 22 and 24 inch diameter
sizes. In the case of manufacturer defects, the standard warranty protects your wheels for up to
one full year. Purchasing new rims is exciting, but when you don't know the proper way to clean
them, you can be left with unwanted blemishes. In this article, you can learn some great tips for
day-to-day wheel care. The last thing you should worry about when driving is a worn or low tire.
Check out our three tips for keeping your vehicle's tires in great shape. In this guide, we'll show
you how to find the proper wheels and tires to customize your vehicle your way. Javascript is
disabled on your browser. To view this site, you must enable JavaScript or upgrade to a
JavaScript-capable browser. Bolt Pattern. Customize Your Silverado with Wheels that Fit Chevy
Truck Rims Whether you're off roading or driving through town, our high-quality wheels will set
your truck apart. What Sizes Do You Offer? Wheel Care Guide. Heads up! Highlighted items are
for OEM wheels, the rest are replacement options. Found a bug? Have a question about
Chevrolet Silverado wheel specs? Share your knowledge! Wheel- Size. Wheel fitment and tire
size guide and knowledge base Last Update: Feb. Search Form for vehicle model, tire size or
rims Choose a tab below to get fitment data for your vehicle or to find vehicles matching your
criteria. By vehicle what wheels will fit your car By tire size what vehicles use this tire size By
rim size what vehicles use this rim size Add Wheel Size Widget to your website New! Search by
car make, year and model. Make Year Model. Wheel Size Widget for your website! I GMT Facelift
[ Chevrolet Silverado 4. It is measured in millimeters. Some factory wheels have a center bore
that matches exactly with the hub to reduce vibration by keeping the wheel centered. Rim width
in x rim diameter in J is mounting flange type. ET35 is positive offset of 35mm. It is vital not to
deviate too far from the offset of the wheel originally fitted to the vehicle. PCD is measured in
mm. Chevrolet Silverado 5. Chevrolet Silverado 6. See Alloy Wheel fitment information for
Chevrolet Silverado for other model years: Try our Wheel Calculator Help us with our new
project TiresVote. Submit tire review. Your email was successfully sent. Notify about the error in
selected text Add your data and comments Send us the correct data Other. Forgot your
password? Dont have account? Register Here. Where is my order? Check Here. Please note:
The terms wheels and rims are interchangeable. Once you find the picture of the Silverado
wheel you need, simply select the add to cart button below the picture. Our Silverado stock
OEM rims are reconditioned to factory specifications, or if available, brand new OE replica
wheels, manufactured to factory specifications in ISO certified facilities. You can click the
"About Our Wheels" link at the bottom of the page for additional information regarding our
wheels. Please ensure you are ordering the correct rim s for your vehicle. Since we do not have
access to customer vehicles, it is up to the customer to confirm the product be
massey ferguson repair manuals free download
2012 ford fusion fuel filter
ford f150 speaker box
ing ordered is appropriate for their vehicle. You may order your wheel s securely online or call
us Toll Free, to place an order. These inserts are NOT included and must be retained by the
customer for full restoration. Used wheels are specified as used in the title. Used wheels will
reflect use in various ways depending on the age of the wheel. It seldom will make sense to buy
used wheels to replace structurally sound wheels currently on your vehicle. Used wheels
should be purchased when your vehicles wheel s have been damaged, won't balance, leak air or
are no longer usable. If your intent is to enhance your vehicles look, we recommend that you
purchase reconditioned wheels if available. You may place your order securely online or call us
Toll Free, to place an order. Finally, if you have fitment concerns or you are unsure of what to
order, please contact us for assistance. Email Address:. Log In Reset. View Cart Checkout.
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